
steps will be taken in the UK, and other countries will

be inspired by its example.
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The Nuffield Report is of considerable interest to

professionals working in the criminal justice system,

to key stakeholders, and to scholars and students

focused on the forensic applications of bioinforma-

tion. It provides an innovative and extended

approach to a number of controversial issues, espe-

cially concerning debates on interpretation and pre-

sentation of DNA evidence in court, and questions

about the usefulness of DNA databases in crime

investigations. Another set of issues highlighted in

the report that we find particularly helpful are the

recommendations that more empirical evidence

detailing the benefits of bioinformation is urgently

needed and that expenditure on expert crime scene

analysis should be given a higher priority than

increasing the collection of subject samples.

Much of the report’s robustness stems from the

range of perspectives and the diversity of fields

presented through the expert contributions: bioethics,

law, sociology, cultural geography, human genetics.

Yet the treatment of many of the issues raised by the

report falls short with regard to the ways they can

be applied in contexts other than those of England

and Wales, especially in countries that have inquisitor-

ial legal systems, with scarce economic resources and

low criminality rates. These kinds of countries may

require different frameworks for debating what

constitutes a reasonable balance between individual

rights concerns and the potential value of the DNA

databases for society at large.

Public trust and informed consent

The Nuffield Report emphasizes the importance of

fundamental ethical values and human rights (lib-

erty, autonomy, privacy, informed consent and

equality) that should be protected and respected.

At the heart of many of the report’s recommenda-

tions are the principles of proportionality and rea-

sonableness. These suggest that the fundamental

ethical values and human rights can be restricted in

certain, appropriate circumstances—for instance in

situations where it would be in the public interest

to ensure social order.

The report proposes a rights-based approach to

resolve these conflicting interests, but it does not

provide clear boundaries for what constitutes appro-

priate circumstances when it comes to including pro-

files from volunteers. This is probably because it is

believed that the informed consent of individuals of

mature age and with full mental capacity can operate

as a form of legitimization that removes any -ethical

objection based on liberty or autonomy. But this
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relies on the assumption that there is public trust in

forensic genetics and in the political and legal insti-

tutions, and this trust significantly restricts the pub-

lic’s opportunity to question or criticize it.

Another aspect not fully reflected on in the report

regards volunteers who freely give their informed con-

sent to donate genetic material as a sample for the

DNA database. Indeed, the notion of ‘volunteers’

used in the report refers to victims, witnesses or volun-

teers in mass intelligence screens. Other countries may

well have a broader notion of volunteers, such as any-

one who wishes to donate a sample. The Portuguese

National Council of Ethics for the Life Sciences

recommends, for example, in its commentary on the

Portuguese draft law for the establishment of a DNA

database, that permission to include profiles of volun-

teers should be made expressly in writing and be

revocable at any time. Recent public pronouncements

by the Portuguese government have emphasized this

as an obvious example of its intention to safeguard

the rights and liberties of its citizens. Is this concept

of volunteers evidence of the emergence of a new mor-

ality that ‘obliges, the ‘‘good’’ citizen to provide a

sample of his or her body as a gift towards common

welfare’ (Rose and Novas, 2005: 440)? There is a

lack of discussion on how to proceed if a person

refuses to collaborate in the construction of a DNA

database, which is an important underlying element

in such a new morality. In this way, the human rights

of liberty, autonomy and privacy can be transformed

into a duty to donate biological material and to con-

sent to profile entry. The promotion of an individual

sense of responsibility for the maintenance of the

social order by donating a biological sample to a

DNA database that arguably ensures security may be

seen as a novel way of perpetuating the existing dis-

tinctions between law-abiding and respectable citizen

on the one hand, and suspects on the other (Ploeg,

2002). One may begin by asking how far the promise

of security can go; how far citizens will agree to have

their rights restricted in the name of common welfare;

and how far they will trust the intentions and actions

of those who are empowered to collect and use the

genetic material for forensic purposes (Williams,

Johnson and Martin, 2004). In Portugal, public confi-

dence in the political institutions and in the criminal

justice system is comparatively low in European terms.

There are other aspects excluded from the

Nuffield Report that might affect fundamental ethical

values and human rights in a more subtle way. Take

standard practices of informed consent as an example:

how do we make the guidelines for providing infor-

mation compatible with individual requirements,

values and expectations? An evaluation of citizens’

understandings and interpretations of the information

given is crucial to ensure that informed consent is not

merely a formal discursive practice, but a real oppor-

tunity to humanize and to democratize social relation-

ships. This is especially important because genetic

information may have far-reaching repercussions,

not only for the individual but also for the immediate

and extended family, and because uncertainties about

the DNA profile entry and the uses and applications

of the information still exist. The Nuffield Report

explains this, but it does not emphasize the need to

present data on the risks involved in the performance

of genetic testing and profiling, without which the

consent may be invalid, nor does it consider the con-

structive nature of risk and its implications for the

mobilizations and courses of action by different politi-

cal agendas and distinct social groups (Lentzos, 2006).

The legal and economic context

The Nuffield Report highlights and expands aspects

of forensic use of bioinformation that have not been

sufficiently covered by traditional bioethics. The

limitations and uncertainties of science have, for

instance, not generally been adequately unpacked

in the ethical debates. Other aspects include the

potential for laboratory and technical errors, the dif-

ficulties and issues posed by popular representations

of science, the difficulties that may arise in interpret-

ing this type of evidence, and the understanding of

DNA evidence by judicial actors. The report makes

recommendations that contest some popular percep-

tions of forensic genetics, such as emphasizing that

there should be a minimum level of training in statis-

tics for judicial actors dealing with DNA evidence. It

is also recommended that experts should disclose all

laboratory results, not just results where a consensus

has been reached. A great deal of attention is paid to

the difficulties of presenting DNA evidence in trials,

and several recommendations are made relating to

transparency and non-expert understanding of the

capabilities and limitations of DNA evidence.

The questions raised in the Nuffield Report are

aimed at providing a framework for debate. It is an

analysis that is intended to assist policy-makers and

to raise public awareness about forensic DNA profil-

ing. Yet it is almost entirely contextualized within

the UK. Despite occasional references to other

national contexts—the report mentions the discussion

in the French National Consultative Bioethics Com-

mittee for Health and Life Sciences as well as that in
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the German National Ethics Council, and provides an

appendix of the opinions of the French National Con-

sultative Committee for Ethics and of the Portuguese

Ethical Council for Life Sciences–it does not consider

the ways in which the issues may be raised within

inquisitorial legal systems. The significance of differ-

ent legal traditions is only briefly mentioned in rela-

tion to the challenges of international cooperation.

Genetic technologies in the European continental judi-

cial systems raise additional concerns to those covered

in the report. In inquisitorial judicial systems the judge

plays a dominant role in the examination process, and

in imposing the rules of evidence and court proce-

dures. Often, the judge will perceive genetic expert

reports as a type of evidence that is close to an abso-

lute truth, or at least as constituting all that is worth

knowing about the trial in question submitting to

the ‘wonderful’ world of science (Jasanoff, 2006).

Unlike adversarial legal systems, which rely on the

clash of opposing viewpoints before a relatively

passive tribunal that then adjudicates, inquisitorial

trials actively ask parties for factual truths and expert

reports might be perceived as the rational way of

going about things (Cooper, 2004).

The economic context and the high financial

cost of DNA databases are also under-explored in

the report. Instead, the economic cost debate tends

to be more focused on the advantages and disadvan-

tages of expanding DNA databases, and on the need

to prioritize funding for expert crime analysis and to

ensure that full use is made of the material collected.

The economic cost debate also serves as an argu-

ment for considering the disadvantages of establish-

ing a population-wide database. However, it is also

necessary to consider local contexts and the propor-

tionality between the possible benefits of DNA data-

bases and their economic costs in different countries,

and whether the expenditure is warranted for ser-

ious yet rare crimes.

To summarize, we argue that further considera-

tion needs to be given to how the advantages and

disadvantages of forensic DNA databases, and the

balance of individual rights and the public’s interest,

may vary depending on legal traditions and the

social and economic contexts.
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The Norwegian Minister of Justice and the Police,

Knut Storberget, predicts a DNA revolution in Nor-

way (Dagsavisen, 2007). He claims that DNA analy-

sis is one of the most important tools available in the

battle against criminality all over the world (Storber-

get, 2007). A press release from his department

notes that no method can outperform DNA analysis,

either when it comes to efficiency or credibility, and

that it is necessary for the Norwegian police to have
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